
Workshop 4: Next steps and moving forward with the whole 
team to build a continuity of care model

“BUILDING A CONTINUITY OF CARE 
MODEL IN YOUR CHILDCARE CENTER”



Organizational Change 
occurs in these five steps:

u Vision

u Skill development

u Incentives

u Resources

u Action plan

u Any organizational change is in its 
nascent stage for years 1 – 3

u It is in the process of adoption in years 
3 – 5

u It moves to institutionalization after 5 
years



Creating a Vision
of images

u What could continuity of care be like?

u What is working in our practice that 
would support continuity of care?

u What do we need to gather to realize 
our vision? 

u Outside information in readings, 
visits, discussions

u Suggestions of models, 

u Examinations of what we have in 
our current model

u What is a vision for the design of the 
infant and toddler rooms

u Describe the vision of what the 
room could look like:

u What is the mood, colors, 
materials, activities

u What are the children doing?

u What are the educators doing?



Skills are 
present and 
staff feel ready 
and able offer 
practices 
through the first 
three years

u A sample collection of notes from a staff meeting on 
gathering skills

u Deepen our practices that influence children’s 
behaviors

u How to form attachments with children?

u How do we assess the quality of the 
attachment? 

u What are some ways we can deepen our 
practice

u Orienting our practice to address emotions not 
simply behaviors

u Creating a space for children where it is safe to 
express emotion. 

u What makes the practice of continuity of care tough 
is that there are so many things that we cannot 
change 

u How much should we step in when there is an 
issue with a parent, a child, a team member?



Skills are present and staff feel ready and 
able offer practices through the first three 
years… continued
Working with families to support respectful professional relationships

u Maintaining boundaries – where do boundaries begin? 

u Personal vs. Center expectations

u Wanting to be honest to create trust and relationships, but not wanting to 
say too much

u Defining the Center’s boundaries – policies 

u Facebook use as well as texting with parents

u Sharing information to parents about other children

u Questions about other children

u Birthday and other awkward questions

Continuity of Care

u How do we decide who stays with the team and who goes? 

u When do we want this conversation and how? 



Incentives for 
this practice in 
the Center 
includes

u creating harmony on the team, 

u fulfilling a professional dream, 

u offering a sense of affiliation (togetherness)

u building a consistent practice across the Center

u developing deeper work with young children

u connecting more authentically with parents



Resources are found to support the adoption 
of this model 

u Partnering with knowledgeable staff in-house to develop skills, 

u Reaching out to colleagues from other centers with differing perspectives or 
who practice continuity of care,

u Visiting other childcare centers where continuity of care may be practiced,

u Identifying the financial resources needed for this model in the annual fiscal 
year budget,

u Having the leadership to bring the team from where they are to where there 
is a plan for the future.



Action plan
involves an 
articulation of 
the next steps 
toward realizing 
the 
implementation 
of the model.

u Identifying the roles and 
responsibilities of team members and 
supporters, 

u Navigating the economic impact on the 
program (positive and negative) 

u Describing a plan of care for the 
children in each program,

u Recognizing the time, it will take to 
move from a consideration and idea to 
bringing the plan to fruition.



What is the story we will use to 
protect ourselves from the fear, so 

we are resilient?  
The brain looks for a story in order 
to protect us from fear and offer us 

resilience.  
When we don’t know why someone 

did or didn’t do something, we 
“create a story”.  

This is our way of managing fear. 

Brené Brown



Identifying 
specific tools 
and skills to 
use when 
building this 
model

u Team meetings are for staff to share ideas and work together to 

u Build a shared vision to offer to a larger group, 

u Articulate the impact of the continuity of care model on the team, 
the children, the families,

u Collaborate to offer specific information about the team’s work

u Small groups meeting prior to a larger staff meeting can be helpful to

u Offer cross-team conversations and idea sharing between staff,

u Discuss insights from practice, readings, and other conversations to 
inform thoughts, 

u Understand what another staff person may have learned from their 
team to add to the vision

u Staff Gatherings bring others together to

u Communicate new thoughts, initial ideas, and differing 
perspectives,

u Identify a shared vision by taking notes from teams, small group 
meetings, and core group work to build a stronger conversation,

u Focus on attachment theory and consider implications for our 
practices.



Problem solve when barriers arise 

u Meet regularly to hear the successes and challenges, 

u Address concerns directly so that they aren’t left unanswered, 

u Draw on resources for direction from the team, experienced team 
members, or outside resources, 

u Offer transparency to parents and staff as the model is built and 
implemented to ensure a sense of understanding, 

u Look for opportunities to talk through moments of concern. 



“Sometimes our first and greatest dare 
is asking for support”

Brené Brown



CONSIDER HOW 
TO IMPLEMENT

THIS MODEL

HOW WILL STAFF 
EXPERIENCE THE NEXT 
STEPS AND CHALLENGES 
THIS CHANGE WILL BRING? 



Communicating 
initial ideas

u Considering new thoughts, initial ideas, and differing 
perspectives

u How do we discuss new thoughts

u How can we appreciate new ideas without 
feeling corrected

u Reflection rather than defense

u Confidentiality is kept in this meeting



NEXT STEPS
u Meet in teams to recommend suggestions for use of rooms immediately and 

into the future

u These teams will meet over the next few weeks and report back with 
notes to Anne and Martha

u April staff meeting will focus on this topic and the next steps to move 
forward

u Team Building across the Center

u Opportunities for professional development, staff training, and small work 
groups 

u visiting each other’s rooms to observe practices 

u Training

u Identifying goals for working with new age groups

u Mental health consultation and workshops for working with families

u Mentorship with other staff



NEXT STEPS
CONTINUED…

u Research mixed age group practice,

u Gather reading materials,

u Visit programs,

u Consult with staff who practice continuity of care,

u Offer Parent education,

u Gather an Advisory Committee to act as a sounding board about the 
three-year model of continuity of care to families,

u Meet with parents to learn about continuity of care each year as this 
model is new.


